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Relativistic Kinematics
 (4-momentum)2 invariance, invariant mass
yp
testing,
g production
p
thresholds
 Hypothesis
 Cross-sections, flux and luminosity, accelerators
 Particle lifetime, decay length, width



Classification of particles
 Fermions and bosons
 Leptons, hadrons, quarks
 Mesons, baryons



Quark Model
y multiplets
p
 Meson and baryon
 Isospin, strangeness, c, b, t quarks



Particle Interactions
 Virtual particles and range of forces
g and weak decays,
y conservation rules
 Strong
 Parity, charge conjugation, CP
 Weak decays of quarks
 Colour charge, QCD, gluons
 Charmonium and upsilon systems



Electroweak Interactions
 Charged and neutral currents
 W, Z, LEP experiments
 Higgs and the future



LHC Experiments



Future – introduction to accelerator physics

Please see web page for specific
references to textbooks and brief
reviews from PDG.
(Particularly if you are taking PP
Group Studies.)
Studies )

Reminder: no lecture on Monday
30 Jan.
To be re-arranged later in term as
required.
i d

Further/Background Reading

Hypothesis test example
 V0A++B-

V0

B field

BA+

 Masses mA, mB unknown

Momenta in GeV/c
px

py

pz

A+

1.628

0.0897

0

B-

1.090

-0.0897 0

 3-momenta inferred from curvature

 Q: How to determine identity of V0?
 We know that
 EA=(pA2+mA2)1/2 EB=(pB2+mB2)1/2
 pV = pA + pB
EV = EA + EB
 mV = (EV2 – pV2)1/2
 Assume A and B are lightest charged hadrons, , m=139.6
39.6 MeV/c2
 This gives EA=(1.6282+0.08972 +0.13962)1/2 = 1.636 GeV
 EB=1.103 GeV

Hypothesis test example
Momenta in GeV/c
 V0A++B-
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1.090

-0.0897 0

 Assume A and B are lightest
g
charged
g
hadrons, , m=139.g
g
MeV/c2
 This gives EA=(1.6282+0.089720.13962)1/2=1.636 GeV
 EB=1.103 GeV
 Using these EA and EB, we obtain EV and pV
 pV = pA + pB
EV = EA + EB
 And from these, it follows that
 mV = ((EV2 – pV2)1/2
 = ((1.103+1.628)2 – (1.628+1.090)2) = 0.338 GeV/c2 –
unknown!
 Repeat above for A and B = K+/K-, mK=494
494 MeV/c2
 Obtain mV=1.020 GeV/c2 i.e. (1020) – good hypothesis.

LEP Collider close to max.
energy
Beam “lifetime” in e+e-

R. Assmann et al,
R
al “Luminosity
Luminosity and Beam
Measureents Used for Performance Optimisation in
the LEP Collider”, EPAC, Vienna, p. 265 (2000).

Luminosity vs. time (energy)

G. Arduini et al,
G
al "LEP
LEP Operation and
Performance with 100 GeV Colliding
Beams," EPAC, Vienna, p. 265 (2000).

Example: data rates
Physics cross-sections

Integrated collider lumi.

~17M Z0

1989-1995

~36k W+W1995-2000

Integrated
d lumi. (1/pb)

Cross-section (pb)

Data corrected for  radiation

Days since start up
Centre-of-mass energy (GeV)

Example of machine parameters

Higher energy e+e- colliders
 In planning/R&D phase
y
motivations many
y
 Physics
 Luminosity the issue!
 b/c-tagging with high
purity/efficiency
 e.g. Higgs branching
ratios

106
W+W-

σ (fb
b)

 Cross-sections small!

tt

103

 Precision Tracking
 Recoil
R
il mass measurements
 Jet energy resolution
 Multi jet final states
states, e
e.g.
g
 ttbar
 separation of WW/ZZ
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BeamBeam
-Beam effects in future e+e- machines
[c/o Andrei Seryi]

e+

e-

10 nm
(vertical)
1 mm (longitudinal)
 Mutual focussing, “pinch” enhancement
 Large disruption – single pass machine
 Beam-beam effects, amplify initial vertical offsets
 detect downstream, feedback, maintains lumi
Glasgow, 24-Jan-2008

Nigel Watson / Birmingham

Luminosity in future e+e- machine
 High luminosity achieved by
[c/o Andrei Seryi]
 Many incident particles
 Small transverse cross-section at interaction point
 e.g., LC beam sizes just before collision (500 GeV):
250 * 3 * 110000 nm
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z)

vertical size
is smallest
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